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28.06.2020 
Open letter to Elon Musk 

 
Hi Elon, 
 

We have heard of your plans of providing the world with G5, via shooting thousands 
of satellites into space. In turn, we suppose you must have heard of people who are sensitive 
to electro-magnetic radiation. Since the human is an electro-magnetic being, we are all 
electro-sensitive in the end. Only, some people’s bodies (30% of all people) can and do feel 
better, sooner than others what the effects of all kinds of devices and technology do to our 
body. I and my partner are two of those. We have two small kids. One of three years old and 
one has just become one year. 

To make a long story short, at this moment my body is in a process of dying – not 
knowing how long it will take before it can no longer stand the radio wave stress imposed on 
it and collapses – and probably my partner’s body will follow in a while, after I’m gone. Even 
though the G5 system is not yet – or hardly – active on an earthly level, my body already 
absorbs a lot of radiation from the G5-system, straight from space. Apparently, something of 
the G5 system has been activated already on whatever scale. My body recognizes very well 
electromagnetic radiation and reacts strongly to it. Six years ago we escaped the city to live in 
the forest, far away from neighbours, from local radiation. But not far enough from radiation 
from space, as it appears now. Since I started noticing how bad the situation gets for our 
bodies here, the state of panic they enter unwillingly, I started covering up the ceiling with 
aluminium foil. This helps to a certain extent, but I feel that at best it retards the process of 
dying a bit. The body simply suffocates from the radiation. It enters a huge struggle to 
survive. It’s like a total war has been declared on my body. Especially in the nights I think I 
won’t make it till morning, and start writing goodbye letters to my beloveds and family. They 
are letters in my head so far, because – talking about electric fields – the lightning hit our 
house and internet no longer works. 

My worry is what will happen to our kids, when after I died also my partner dies, who 
has the same heart palpitations and a suffocating feeling of a stubborn fist on the chest. My 
son of 3 can walk and might – might – be able to reach the neighbours at a mile and a bit. In 
the best case and although he doesn’t speak their language – Swedish – he can make them 
aware of the fact that there is another little kid in the house. We instruct him as good as 
possible. 

We prefer, of course, that you and other world leaders think more than twice about the 
whole G5 project, and consider if so many sacrifices are worth the benefit. Millions of people 
will die already relatively soon from intensifying the G5 project, other people will follow 
later, they will develop diseases first. I guess you are acquainted with the many scientific 
reports that say that (both Low Frequency- and even more High Frequency) Electro-magnetic 
radiation is seriously harmful to the body, not only to animals; and the health consequences 
are unfortunately not limited to heating up the body tissue as we notice very well first hand. 
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Of course, we can be cynical, to say that the weakest, sickest people must die for the 
sake of the technological advance of humanity as a whole. Only, I’m not weak, nor sick – 
and, in fact, I’m quite a strong personality with a recognized heart-quality. But yes, at the 
same time I’m consciously sensitive to everything that is unnatural to the human body, just 
like many others may be unconsciously sensitive to the same triggers. 

 If you don’t listen to me – I can imagine – please listen to our kids. They’ve done 
nothing wrong – so far. But they are also affected by the project you’ve contrived and are 
implementing right now. Perhaps, instead of going into history as the one who was 
(co-)responsible for massive degeneration and deaths amongst humans, mammals, insects, 
plants and just name it, you’d prefer to be remembered as the one who, at second thought, 
because of insight and showing heart, saved humanity from a big disaster that has almost no 
precedence. For sure, the devastating effects of G5 will be known in some time. My (extra) 
concern is that by then, when not only scientists but also, in their slipstream, politicians 
cannot deny the health and other effects any more, society will already be so much 
interwoven with it that only the intensity of the radiation will be decreased. My body and 
heart – and many ‘bodies’ and hearts with me – say that this is not enough. To, possibly, get a 
little less sick, is not enough to truly live as we as human beings feel we need and like on the 
grounds of our (electro-magnetic) nature. 

Somehow, because governments nowadays have, for the greater part, withdrawn from 
their responsibility, leaders of big corporations sit on the chairs of responsibility. I ask you to 
be a man and take this responsibility, this challenge. Countless people now and in the future 
will be very thankful if you do. It is late but not too late yet for (considerably contributing to) 
a shift in consciousness that creates a world in which technology serves humanity instead of 
weakening, sickening and killing us and our fellow animals. 

I’m sure you love your kids as we do ours. I’m not sure though if you have thoroughly 
informed yourself about the health effects of G5 that will affect your children too, and, as you 
can see if you follow the scientific literature, in turn their children to an even greater extent. I 
think as a parent we should not experiment with our children, alter their natural electro-
magnetic biosphere that makes life on earth possible, and only later see the result – if we still 
can, because the wireless technologies definitely affect human brains as well. On behalf of 
our children I say, let’s use the precautionary principle. Let’s not put them in a worldwide 
microwave oven, to see if they survive, how it affects their fertility, their auto-immune 
system, their nervous system, their brains, their muscles, their hearts, their collagen, and so 
on. 

Perhaps you have an idea why there are directors of phone companies who don’t allow 
active wireless technologies where they work, but who sell the same technologies anyway. It 
is not exceptional that their children are not allowed (or are restricted) to use mobiles or Wi-
Fi, at least until they have grown up. 

In 1897, the first wireless technology was set up by an entrepreneur called Marconi. 
On the isle of Wight, England, where he started, 90 per cent of the bees died. They could not 
fly any more. If bees don’t interest you enough, even though they are important for our own 
survival as well, also Queen Victoria of England, who lived in Wight and suffered a cerebral 
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haemorrhage, died, January 22nd 1901, just when Marconi was firing up a new, more 
powerful radio-wave transmitter 12 miles away. It’s not the right moment to be cynical and 
joke that queens also die one day. Surrounded by 28 big radio towers, Marconi’s wife got 
pregnant. Their son, exposed to powerful radio waves for most of the nine months of 
pregnancy – which had made Marconi’s wife seriously ill before they moved out from there, 
lived only a few weeks and died of ‘unknown causes’. The problem with G5 is that mothers 
cannot ‘move out’ any more. We’re stuck here on earth, everywhere G5 radiation will 
pervade us, rape our bodily integrity unasked. 

I don’t think you’d like to be a second Marconi, who died at age 63, the 9th heart 
attack finally being the fatal one, and who was ‘deaf’ for the many people who wrote him 
because of the health complaints they experienced after he started his ‘experiments’ in the 
open. Instead, show your heart, be a man and realize no man has the right to impose his ideas 
on the whole world population, or on anyone – and all the less when it is not absolutely sure 
the new technology is completely safe. It is not, as you know. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Maarten Jongman – also known as the spiritual teacher Azar Baksh and as the 
musician/singer/cd-producer Justin Heart 


